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Synopsis 

The effects of particle concentration on the shear-ratedependent viscosity, stress relaxation, 
and stress growth function were investigated for various molecular weight polydimethylsi- 
loxane (PDMS) fluids filled with colloidal fumed silica. Shear-ratedependent stress relaxation 
was observed for all dispersions, and a significant stress growth overshoot was observed when 
the PDMS molecular weight was just greater than the entanglement molecular weight. The 
rate of stress-relaxation and the type of stress growth are primarily determined by the 
previous shear rate history and the PDMS molecular weight, while particle concentration 
only affects the quantitative details of the filled fluid’s rheology. The observed effects of particle 
concentration are consistent with a molecular deformation process, where the silica particles 
interact via the entanglements of the polymer adsorbed on the surface of the fumed silica. 

INTRODUCTION 

The rheological behavior of a colloidal dispersion depends upon the type 
and the amount of dispersed particles. In this paper we will be concerned 
with dispersions of highly-branched, colloidal-sized particles in a polymeric 
continuous phase. The relative viscosity of very dilute dispersions of non- 
colloidal particles increases linearly with the particle volume fraction, and 
the relative viscosity is independent of particle size for suspensions of non- 
colloidal monodisperse spheres. 2,3 The rheology of simple-shaped particles 
dispersed in a Newtonian continuous phase has a long history and is dis- 
cussed in several  review^.^-^ In addition to the particle concentration, the 
size, size distribution, and shape of the particles affect the rheology. 

The addition of particles into Newtonian or non-Newtonian fluids often 
results in time- and shear-rate-dependent rheological behavior. Experimen- 
tal data for spheres in polymeric media have shown the relative viscosity 
to be a function of both particle concentration and shear rate. 12-14 A shear 
thinning relative viscosity has been reported for colloidal dispersions in 
non-Newtonian f l ~ i d s , ~ J ~ J ~  with an increased degree of shear thinning with 
increasing particle concentration. As the particle concentration is in- 
creased, the onset of shear thinning is observed at higher shear rates for 
polymeric dispersions. l7 Generally, the relative viscosity of a filled polymer 
increases nonlinearly with the particle concentration, and an apparent yield 
stress is sometimes observed, when the particle concentration exceeds a 
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critical value. The primary normal stress coefficient has also been meas- 
ured for several filled polymeric systems. 8.12-16~17,21,22 At equal shear rates 
the primary normal stress differences usually increases with increasing 
particle concentration 12 and is usually more sensitive to particle concen- 
tration than the shear stress.8J6 Also, at equal shear stresses the primary 
normal stress difference usually decreases with filler concentration. Both 
the magnitude and the degree of shear thinning of the primary normal 
stress coefficients increase as particle size decreases 8; and, although not 
common, negative values for the primary normal stress difference coeffi- 
cient have been reported for some filled polymeric systems. 21,22 Although 
many interesting properties have been reported, there is no systematic 
study on the effects of particle size and shape, concentration, and the con- 
tinuous phase molecular weight on both the steady state and transient 
rheological properties of filled polymers. 

This communication is the fourth in a series of experimental studies on 
the rheological behavior of dispersions of colloidal sized fumed silica in 
polydimethylsiloxanes. In the first paper 23 we reported how particle con- 
centration influenced the viscosity and primary normal stress during hys- 
tersis experiments. In the second paper the shear rate history dependence 
of the steady state viscosity, stress-relaxation, and stress growth behavior 
for a single PDMS/fumed silica dispersion was investigated." In the third 
paper we reported how the PDMS molecular weight at a single filler con- 
centration influenced the rheological behavior.25 In this paper we will ad- 
dress the effects of particle concentration on the steady state and transient 
rheological properties. The experimental data can be rationalized via the 
same molecular deformation mechanism presented in earlier communica- 
tions. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Dispersions of fumed silica in PDMS were prepared by a procedure de- 
scribed previously. 23924 The fumed silica concentration in the dispersions 
ranged from 1.0 to 9.6% by weight. The fumed silica was Cab-0-Sil H S  
5 (Cabot Corp.), which is composed of colloidal-sized branched aggregates 
having a specific surface area of 325 25 m2 /g. The individual aggregates 
are composed of nonporous spherical primary particles approximately 8 nm 
in diameter, and a typical aggregate length is a few tenths of a micron. 
The PDMS (Dow Corning 200 Fluids, Dow Corning Corp.) molecular weights 
were determined by high pressure gel permeation chromatography. 25 The 
PDMS fluids have weight average molecular weights z, ranging between 
33,000 and 138,000 g/mol and are quite polydisperse. Steady state and 
transient rheological behavior of the unfilled PDMS fluids have been re- 
ported elsewhere. 25 

The shear properties of the silica-filled PDMS fluids were tested using 
an Instron Model 3250 Rotary Rheometer operated in the cone and plate 
mode at 30.0 & 0.5"C. The platens were 4.0 cm in diameter, and the cone 
angle was 20 mrad. The shear rate history was carefully controlled and 
typically was as follows: (i> the specimen was presheared at y p  until a 
constant shear stress was obtained, (ii) a step down in the shear rate (usually 
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to y, = 0) was applied at t = 0 and maintained until time to, and (iii) a 
step increase in the shear rate to y ,  was applied at t = to. Steady state, 
stress-relaxation, and stress growth material functions in shear were ob- 
tained using this deformation history. The importance of the various ele- 
ments of the deformation history and the consequences of not employing 
a deformation history of this type were examined in an earlier publication. 24 

The samples were tested from 3 to 15 days after preparation to minimize 
the effects of sample aging.23,25 Also, the shear rates employed in this in- 
vestigation were too small to obtain measurements of the primary normal 
stress difference coefficient for fluids with x, less than 93,000 g/mol. 

A few general comments about rheological testing of these dispersions. 
It is easier to prepare a PDMS/fumed silica dispersion as the PDMS mo- 
lecular weight decreases, with approximately 10- 12% by weight being the 
maximum silica loading in the 33,000 g/mol fluid. When the particle con- 
centration exceeds a critical value that increases with the PDMS molecular 
weight, cone and plate testing becomes impossible. A 7% by weight dis- 
persion of fumed silica in 33,000 g/mol PDMS is quickly expelled from the 
cone and plate at shear rates of 2 s-' or larger. A 9.6% fumed silica in 
76,000 g/mol PDMS dispersion was gradually expelled from the gap at a 
shear rate of 20.8 s -l with significant depletion of the sample before the 
initial preshear was completed. 

RESULTS 

Steady State 

The steady state shear viscosities r)  for the fumed silica in PDMS dis- 
persions are shown in Figures 1(A) and 1(B). The dispersions exhibit a shear 
thinning viscosity over the range of shear rates investigated. The degree 
of shear thinning is relatively independent of molecular weight for disper- 
sions with the same particle concentration, and increased shear thinning 
is observed as the particle concentration increases in each of the PDMS 
fluids. Over the range of shear rates studied, the unfilled PDMS fluids have 
a constant viscosity for molecular weights of 76,000 g/mol or less, while 
PDMS fluids with greater molecular weights are only slightly shear thin- 
ning.= The time required to reach the steady state viscosity for the filled 
fluids increases as the shear rate decreases, PDMS molecular weight in- 
creases, and the particle concentration increases. Times as long as 4 days 
under shear were used to determine the steady state viscosities for the more 
concentrated, high molecular weight PDMS dispersions. For dispersions 
with particle concentrations of 3% or less, the rheological behavior was 
readily reproducible for the entire 12 days of sample testing. In the 5 and 
7% dispersions, r)  systematically decreased over the 12 days of testing with 
the amount of r )  decrease more pronounced at lower shear rates and higher 
particle concentrations. However, this decrease in r)  with testing affected 
only the magnitude of r)  without changing the qualitative behavior and the 
time scales for stress relaxation and stress growth. 

The primary normal stress difference coefficients + for the three highest 
molecular weight filled fluids are shown in Figure 2. Additional data at 
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Fig. 1. Shear-ratedependent Viscosity for the filled fluids. The PDMS weight average mo- 

lecular weights and vertical shifts A are indicated in the figure. The symbols refer to the 
following percent of silica particle weight (0) 1%; (0) 3%; (0) 5%; CD 7%. 
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Fig. 2. Steady state primary normal stress difference coefficients. PDMS molecular weights 

are: (-) 93,000 g/mol; (- - 4 118,000 g/mol; (---) 138,000 g/mol. Symbols indicate the same 
particle concentrations as in Figure 1. 

v = 20.8 s-' are: 7% fumed silica, xw = 76,000 g/mol, +l = 0.13 Pa s2; 
1% fumed silica, xw = 93,000 g/mol, q1 = 0.07 Pa s2; and 5% fumed 
silica, Bw = 93,000 g/mol, +1 = 0.20 Pa s2. The filled fluid $l increases 
with PDMS molecular weight and particle concentration, and the degree 
of shear thinning exhibited by the primary normal stress coefficients de- 
creases with increasing PDMS molecular weight. The unfilled PDMS also 
exhibit shear thinning $ 1, when measurable. 25 The ratios of the filled fluid 

to the unfilled fluid +1 increase with particle concentration in a given 
PDMS fluid and decrease with PDMS molecular weight at a given particle 
concentration. 

Stress- Relaxation 

The stress-relaxation responses of filled fluids with 76,000 g/mol PDMS 
and various particle concentrations are shown in Figure 3, where the stress- 
relaxation data are normalized by the steady state shear stress observed 
before the relaxation. The rate of stress relaxation from y p  = 20.8 s-l is 
initially independent of particle concentration and the relaxation is 99% 
complete within 0.7 s. The lack of complete superposition at longer times 
for the y p  = 20.8 s-l relaxation data is most probably a result of insufficient 
instrument sensitivity. The stress-relaxation curves from vp  = 0.83 s-l 
do not superpose, and the rate of stress relaxation is much slower than 
from y p  = 20.8 s-1. The stress-relaxation response for the other filled 
fluids are qualitatively similar with particle concentration influencing the 
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Fig. 3. The shear stress-relaxation function for 76,000 g/mol PDMS dispersions. The 1) - ( t )  

response is normalized by the steady state viscosity at the previous shear rate. Symbols indicate 
the same particle concentration as in Figure 1. 

stress relaxation at lower shear rates.% The stress-relaxation for all the 
unfilled fluids is complete within 1 s, independent of the previous shear 
rate. 

The relaxation of the primary normal stress difference coefficient $1 ( t )  
is given in Figure 4 for both the unfilled and filled 93,000 g/mol PDMS, 
where the + ; ( t )  relaxation data have been normalized by the steady state 

observed before relaxation.The +;( t )  relaxation in the 1% silica dis- 
persion is qualitatively similar to that observed with the unfilled PDMS, 
with just a slight increase in the normal stress. However, the 3 and 5% 
dispersions exhibit significantly different +; ( t )  relaxation, with much great- 
er rates of + l ( t )  relaxation than either the unfilled fluid or the 1% fumed 
silica dispersion. 

Stress-relaxation to a nonzero shear rate are shown in Figure 5 for 
various particle concentrations in 76,000 g/mol PDMS. The curves all ex- 
hibit an initial decrease followed by a slow increase to the steady state 
values at y r .  The ratios of the minimum values in shear stress to their 
respective steady state values are 0.91, 0.73, 0.83, and 0.71 for particle 
concentrations of, respectively, 1,3,5, and 7% by weight. Additional stress- 
relaxation data at nonzero y r  are presented in Table I. The data indicate 
that the stress-relaxation response is affected by a complicated interplay 
of pp and yr with particle concentration, where the initial rate of recovery 
generally increases with particle concentration. A similar response for 
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Fig. 4. Stress-relaxation of the primary normal stress coefficient for 93,000 g/mol PDMS 

dispersions and from a preshear rate of p, = 20.8 s-l, and 9 = 0. The +; ( t )  responses are 
normalized by their respective steady state +l  at 9, = 20.8 s-l. The solid line refers to unfdled 
fluid +;( t )  relaxation and symbols indicate the same particle concentration as in Figure 1. 

stress-relaxation to nonzero shear rates has been observed for the other 
molecular weight fluids, with the time required to reach steady state in- 
creasing for increased molecular weight. % 

Stress Growth 

The qualitative features of the stress growth functions q + ( t )  for the fumed 
silica in PDMS dispersions are primarily determined by the PDMS molec- 
ular weight% and the previous shear rate history.% The stress growth 
functions for 3 and 5% by weight of fumed silica in 33,000 g/mol PDMS 
are shown in Figure 6. The q + ( t )  curves for the 3% dispersion with 10 min 
and 8 h rests superimpose and achieve 96% of the steady state viscosity 
after 2 s. The q + ( t )  functions for the 5% dispersion achieves 60% of the 
steady state viscosity after 2 s, while the 10 min rest curve exhibits a faster 
approach to steady state than the q + ( t )  curve for an 8 h rest. In contrast 
to the 33,000 g/mol PDMS fluid, the filled fluids with PDMS molecular 
weights of 58,000, 76,000, 93,000 g/mol exhibit q + ( t )  maxima which in- 
crease with rest time. 24*25 Typical q+ ( t )  behavior for these PDMS molecular 
weight filled fluids are shown in Figure 7 for a dispersion of 7% fumed 
silica in 76,000 g/mol PDMS. The q + ( t )  maxima increase with rest time, 
and the subsequent approach to steady state is via an increase for the 10 
min rest, while the stress growth function decreases towards steady state 
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Shear rate history y, = 2.08 s - I .  Particle concentrations are indicated in the figure. 

for the 2 and 8 h rests. A small shear rate during the 8 h rest reduces the 
height of the q + ( t )  maximum and retards the approach to steady state 
relative to recovery at p = 0. Similar rest time and p, effects were observed 
for all the concentrations studied in the filled fluids and PDMS molecular 
weights of 58,000, 76,000, and 93,000 g/mol and these results are reported 
elsewhere. 26 

The effect of silica concentrations on q + ( t )  is shown in Figure 8. The 
magnitude of q + ( t )  increases with particle concentration; the time of the 

TABLE I 
Stress-Relaxation at Nonzero Shear Rates for Fumed Silica Filled 76,000 g/mol PDMS 

1% 

3% 

5% 

7% 

20.8 
20.8 

20.8 
20.8 

20.8 
20.8 

20.8 

5.24 

5.24 

5.24 

0.83 
2.08 
0.83 
0.83 
2.08 
0.83 
0.83 
2.08 
0.83 
2.08 

0.75 
0.91 
0.99 
0.56 
0.73 
0.61 
0.61 
0.83 
0.68 
0.71 

*The quantity q-( t ;y , ,y , )  equals the negative of the value at time t of the shear stress 
divided by y p  for stress-relaxation at yr. 
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q + ( t )  maxima decreases slightly with particle concentration; and the time 
of the maximum in q + ( t )  decreases slightly when a small y r  is applied 
during the rest. Stress growth results for 1 and 3% fumed silica in 138,000 
g/mol PDMS are shown in Figure 9. The dispersions with 138,000 g/mol 
PDMS do not exhibit q + ( t )  maxima after resting in the undeformed states 
for 10 min and 8 h in the undeformed state. The 1% dispersion q + ( t )  curves 
virtually superimpose, while the 3% dispersion exhibits a slow approach 
towards steady state, but no overshoot in the stress growth function. Max- 
ima in the 1 and 3% q + ( t )  curves occur for the 8 h rest at ?, = 0.104 sP. 

The q + ( t )  results in Figure 9 are representative of both the 118,000 and 
138,000 g/mol PDMS dispersions as q + ( t )  maxima are not observed for 
rests in the undeformed state but slight q + ( t )  maxima are induced by a 
small shear during the rest period.% 

The effect of rest time on the q + ( t )  maxima [or q + ( t )  at 2.0 s when 
maxima absent] is summarized in Figures 1qA) and 1qB) for dispersions 
of various molecular weights and particle concentrations. The results for 
the 33,000 g/mol PDMS dispersions have been omitted, since there is no 
effect of rest time. The stress growth maxima increase with particle con- 
centration in a given molecular weight PDMS for all rest times considered. 
Figure 1O(B) illustrates the dramatic change in q + ( t )  as a dispersion's 
PDMS.molecular weight increases above 93,000 g/mol. The 118,OO and 
138,000 g/mol filled fluids exhibit only slight changes in the initial q + ( t )  
values with rest time, while the gw = 93,000 g/mol PDMS dispersions 
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show a significant effect on the rest time. The complete stress growth tran- 
sients for all the dispersions discussed in this paper are reported else- 
where. 26 

DISCUSSION 

The rheological properties of the dispersions of fumed silica in PDMS are 
affected quantitatively, but not qualitatively, by the filler concentration. 
The qualitative features of the dispersions’ rheological behavior are pri- 
marily determined by the PDMS molecular weight and the previous shear 
rate history. The stress growth results are particularly sensitive to PDMS 
molecular weight with no stress growth maxima observed for dispersions 
with both low (33,000 g/mol) and high (118,000 and 138,000 g/mol) molec- 
ular weight fluids, while intermediate (58,000, 76,000, and 93,000 g/mol) 
molecular weight dispersions exhibit substantial stress growth overshoot 
with maxima that markedly increase the rest time. The effects of particle 
concentration on the rheology are less dramatic, where increasing concen- 
tration (i) increases the magnitude of the rheological properties, (ii) in- 
creases the time required to reach steady state, (iii) changes the rate of 
stress relaxation, and (iv) decreases slightly the time of the stress growth 
maxima. 

The effect of the viscosity of the continuous phase and/or filler concen- 
tration on the rheological properties of dispersions can often be described 
by reduced material properties, where the dispersion’s steady state viscosity, 
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stress-relaxation, etc., are scaled by some characteristic viscosity.8fl* The 
rheological properties reported in this communication cannot be success- 
fully described by reduced variables. The shear rate dependence of the 
steady state viscosity cannot be reduced to a single curve by either of the 
following procedures: (i) normalizing all the different molecular weight 
fluids for a given particle concentration by the viscosity of the unfilled 
PDMS or (ii) scaling the viscosity for dispersions with the same continuous 
phase molecular weight, but with different particle concentration, by the 
dispersion’s viscosity at high shear rates. Reduced variables are also un- 
successful in unifying the stress-relaxation and stress growth data. This 
is particularly obvious for the stress growth data, where there are sub- 
stantial qualitative differences between the 7 + ( t )  response for dispersions 
of low, intermediate, and high molecular PDMS fluids. The failure of re- 
duced variables to describe the rheological data is a strong indication that 
the fundamental deformation process must change as the viscosity, and 
thus the molecular weight, of the continuous phase increases. 

The experimental data are consistent with the following microscopic pic- 
ture.% The colloidal particles do not directly interact, but rather associate 
via entanglements of the polymer adsorbed on the particle surface. A similar 
molecular viewpoint has been suggested for dispersions of spherical par- 
ticles sterically stabilized by adsorbed polymers in Newtonian solvents. 29,30 
When the continuous phase molecular weight is below the molecular weight 
of entanglement Be,, , significant interactions between the various particles/ 
adsorbed-polymer entities are not possible. The molecular weight of entan- 
glement for PDMS is approximately Ben = 47,000 g / m ~ l . ~ l  Entanglements 
between adsorbed polymer on different silica particles will yield a floccu- 
lated microstructure, where the size of the flocculate depends upon the 
applied shear rate. At high shear rates the size of the flocculates are reduced; 
and a threedimensional network forms via interparticle entanglements, 
when the dispersion is allowed to rest in the undeformed state. The entan- 
glement/disentanglement process and its shear rate dependence controls 
the transient rheological properties. Finally, once the continuous phase 
molecular weight becomes much greater than Ben, the particle diffusivity 
is reduced such that significant microstructural recovery, and consequently 
stress growth maxima, do not occur. A more complete discussion of the 
transient rheological properties in terms of this molecular deformation 
mechanism is given elsewhere. 25,26 

As the filler concentration is increased, the underlying deformation pro- 
cesses described above will not be substantially altered. The effects of filler 
concentration on the experimentally observed rheological behavior can also 
be rationalized via this microscopic picture. An increased particle concen- 
tration will result in dispersions with less PDMS, a greater proportion of 
adsorbed polymer, and shorter average particle- particle distances. Since 
there is less unadsorbed polymer as the particle concentration increases, 
the resulting flocculates should be larger. The experimentally observed 
increases in viscosity and the degree of shear thinning with filler concen- 
tration for these dispersions is due to these larger flocculates, which exhibit 
a larger change in size over the same range of shear rates. Short range 
interactions and small size scale reorganization occur more quickly as par- 
ticle concentration increases, which is consistent with the stress relaxation 
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data in Figure 3; however, the time required to reach steady state increases 
with increased particle concentration due to the larger flocculate size. 

Y P  

Y r  

Y t  

APPENDIX NOMENCLATURE 

steady shear viscosity 
shear stress growth function 
shear stress relaxation after steady shear 
steady primary normal stress difference 
primary normal coefficient for stress growth experiment 
primary normal stress coefficient for stress relaxation after shady 
shear 
preshear shear rate 
rest shear rate 
test shear rate 
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